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SPECTROSCOPY OF THE FAINT DWARF NOVAE DV UMa AND AR CnHAEFNER, R.Universit�ats-Sternwarte M�unhen, Sheinerstr. 1, D-81679 M�unhen, Germany

Results of time-resolved spetrosopy of the faint dwarf novae DV UMa and AR Cnare reported. Both objets have attrated little observational attention so far. The presentobservations were performed using the Low Resolution Spetrograph (LRS) at the 9.2-m Hobby-Eberly Telesope (HET) and the FORS2 instrument at the ESO Very LargeTelesope (VLT) Unit No. 2. Table 1 lists the observing log for eah objet. All spetrawere redued with IRAFy standard tools. Radial veloities were measured using the IRAF`splot (k)' routine.
Table 1: Journal of observations. UT times refer to the start of the �rst and last exposure, respetively.The VLT runs were onsistently interrupted to observe other targetsObjet Date First exp. Last exp. Indiv. exp. No. Res. Tel.(UT) (UT) time (s) exp. (�A/pix)DV UMa 2002 Jan. 25 10:31:32 11:28:22 500 7 5 HET1AR Cn 2001 Feb. 26 01:38:50 03:38:50 480/600 4 1.2 VLT22001 Feb. 27 01:49:40 03:08:02 900 2 1.2 VLT22002 Feb. 20 09:00:23 09:19:29 800 2 5 HET11: wavelength range ��4400{9200 �A, 2: wavelength range ��3700{5900 �A

Table 2: System parameters for DV UMai (Æ) M2=M� M1=M� Type Referene72 0.23 0.43 spe. Szkody & Howell (1993)71.5{73 0.17 0.31 phot. Howell & Blanton (1993)84 0.15 0.90 phot. Patterson et al. (2000)84 0.16/0.17 1.14/1.04 phot. Feline et al. (2004)
DV UMa is known to be a faint (V � 19) elipsing (�V � 2) dwarf nova of SU UMatype. The orbital period amounts to 2h3m38s. Spetrosopi work on this objet is sarein the literature: Mukai et al. (1990) deteted the spetral signature of the seondaryin a low resolution spetrum and determined its spetral type to be M4.5. This �ndingyIRAF is distributed by the National Optial Astronomy Observatories, whih are operated by the Assoiation ofUniversities for Researh in Astronomy, In., under ooperative agreement with the National Siene Foundation.
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was later on�rmed by Smith et al. (1997). Szkody & Howell (1993) demonstrated H�to feature the typial double-peaked line struture of a high inlination system. Basedon nine spetra they also derived radial veloities by �tting Gaussians to eah of thetwo peaks of this line with the �nal veloity being the midpoint of the two Gaussians,respetively. The resulting radial veloity urve ( = �61�13 km/s, K1 = 140�18 km/s)shows a phase lag of 36Æ ompared to the elipse thus indiating that the H� veloities donot exatly reet the motion of the white dwarf. Therefore, the derived mass estimatesgiven in Table 2 may be less reliable. Table 2 also lists inlinations and masses obtainedby several authors using elipse analyses.

Figure 1. The normalised average spetrum of DV UMa showing the double-peaked lines of H� andH� . The He I �5876 line may also be present
The individual HET spetra of DV UMa (Fig. 1 presents the average spetrum) provedto be suitable to determine the H� and the H� veloities in part using the same proedureas Szkody & Howell (1993). Results are shown in Fig. 2. The data points over roughlyhalf a period and indiate an amplitude K1 � 115� 20 km/s as well as a moderate phaselag of about 20Æ. Assuming i = 84Æ and M2 = 0:16 M� (mass-period relation) one thenarrives at M1 = 0:39(+0:24=� 0:08) M�. Even if the range of dispersion is high and oneis aware of the problems in determining the true K1, the derived range of M1 is distintlysmaller than the values obtained by reent elipse analyses. This small mass would be inline with the �nding by Webbink (1990) that the mean white dwarf mass for dwarf novaewith periods below the gap amounts to 0:5 � 0:1 M�, whih does not, however, exludea higher value for the individual system DV UMa.AR Cn is a faint (V � 19) dwarf nova whih shows deep elipses (� 3 mag) repeatingwith a period of 5h9m (Howell et al. 1990). Spetrosopi on�rmation was based onthree spetra obtained by Bruh (1989), Mukai et al. (1990) and Szkody & Howell (1992),respetively.The HET spetra of AR Cn may resolve one of the puzzling results obtained for thissystem so far: the spetral features (TiO) to the red side of the A band (Fig. 3) indiate aspetral type around M1 for the seondary rather than M4{M5.5 as dedued by Mukai etal. (1990). This would be in line with the long orbital period of AR Cn thus supportinga anonial value for the mass of the seondary of about 0.5 M�. The unusual high mass
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Figure 2. Radial veloities of DV UMa orreted for the motion of the earth (H�: irles, H� :squares). Phases are alulated using the preise ephemeris given by Feline et al. (2004). The straightline represents the -veloity determined by Szkody & Howell (1993)

Figure 3. The average ux-alibrated HET spetrum of AR Cn. It is dominated by Balmer and He Iemission lines. Also present are the He II �4686 and Fe II �5169 emissions as well as the (unresolved)Na I doublet of the seondary at 8190 �A
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Figure 4. The best VLT spetra of AR Cn, normalised and separated vertially by o�sets (orbitalphases from top to bottom: 0.0 (arbitrary), 0.10, 0.67 (bad seeing), 0.71). Note the hanging relativeintensities and pro�les of the Balmer lines
for the primary (� 2:45 M� for i � 80Æ) as derived by Howell & Blanton (1993) an onlybe dereased to a plausible value assuming an inlination � 75Æ, whih would, however,ontradit the large elipse depth observed and the double-peaked emission lines found bySzkody & Howell (1992). The VLT spetra, though quite noisy (Fig. 4), nevertheless showthat the emission lines do not exhibit a permanent double-peaked struture. The pro�lesvary onsiderably over the orbital period and may have a quite di�erent appearane evenat similar phases. The latter does not neessarily imply suh severe variations on a shorttime sale, beause the spetra obtained at phases 0.67 and 0.71 (Fig. 4) are separatedby �ve orbital revolutions.
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